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Abstract
For the notion of neighbor-connectivity in graphs, whenever a vertex is “subverted” the entire closed neighborhood of the vertex
is deleted from the graph. The minimum number of vertices whose subversion results in an empty, complete, or disconnected
subgraph is called the neighbor-connectivity of the graph. Gunther, Hartnell, and Nowakowski have shown that for any graph,
neighbor-connectivity is bounded above by . The main result of this paper is a sharpening of the bound for abelian Cayley graphs.
In particular, we show by constructing an effective subversion strategy for such graphs, that neighbor-connectivity is bounded above
by /2 + 2. Using a result of Watkins the new bound can be recast in terms of  to get neighbor-connectivity bounded above by
3/4 + 2 for abelian Cayley graphs.
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1. Introduction
In a series of papers, [4–6], Gunther andHartnell introduced the notion of neighbor-connectivity in graphs. If a graph
is being used to model a communication network, the failure (“subversion”, in the terminology originated by Gunther
and Hartnell) of a vertex causes the failure (or purposeful shutdown) of all its immediate neighbors as well. Whenever
a vertex is “subverted” the entire closed neighborhood of the vertex is deleted from the graph. The minimum number of
vertices whose subversion results in an empty, complete, or disconnected subgraph is called the neighbor-connectivity
of the graph.
In order to explain these ideas more precisely, the following deﬁnitions are used: suppose  is a graph with vertex
set V. For any subset A of V, N [A] = {v ∈ V |v is adjacent to a for some a ∈ A} is called the closed neighborhood
of A. If A = {a}, then we write N [a]. The remaining deﬁnitions essentially follow Gunther and Hartnell [6] and
Gunther et al. [8]. To subvert a vertex v ∈  means to remove all elements of N [v] from . The resulting induced
subgraph, called the survival subgraph, is exactly the subgraph of  induced by V \N [v]. A set of vertices B is called
a subversion strategy whenever all of the vertices in N [B] are deleted from the graph. The survival subgraph for B
is the subgraph of  induced by V \N [B]. We denote this survival subgraph by \N [B]. If the survival subgraph
for B is empty, complete, or disconnected, then B is called an effective subversion strategy. We say that a graph 
has neighbor-connectivity k, and we write NC() = k, if k is the minimum size of an effective subversion strategy.
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Neighbor-connectivity is a variation on connectivity and in some ways is related directly to connectivity. Gunther
et al. [8] have shown, in fact, that NC()(). The main result of this paper is a sharpening of this bound for
abelian Cayley graphs. In particular, it will be shown that if  is such a graph, then NC()()/2 + 2. It will be
shown, moreover, that this bound is nearly best possible in the sense that there are abelian Cayley graphs (speciﬁcally,
circulants and product graphs) that do achieve NC() = ()/2. Since there is a straightforward test due to Boesch
and Tindell [1] that determines when =  for a given circulant, the new bound becomes NC()()/2 + 2 for a
large class of circulants thereby yielding a substantial sharpening of the bound given by Gunther et al. [8] for this class
of graphs. Furthermore, using a classic result of Watkins [9] the new bound can be recast in terms of . Speciﬁcally,
for abelian Cayley graphs. NC()3()/4 + 2. This sharpening of the more general bound of Gunther et al.
shows that the search for general constructions that produce graphs with both maximum connectivity and maximum
neighbor-connectivity (NC() = = ) must look outside these standard classes of graphs.
2. Deﬁnitions and preliminary results
The Cayley graph with vertices in an abelian group G and with generating set S will be denoted Cay(G, S) and will
be referred to as an abelian Cayley graph. Elements of S should be thought of as generators of edges of the graph, rather
than in the traditional group theoretic sense. Thus for our purposes, a non-generator is simply an element of G\S. The
generating set S lists all generators including inverses; by following this convention we have |S| = . We use S0 to
abbreviate S ∪ {0}. The method used to construct an effective subversion strategy is based on the observation that if s,
t ∈ S and s + t /∈ S0, then subverting s + t removes both s and t from the survival subgraph while leaving in 0. For
this construction method to work, it is essential that ∀s ∈ S, ∃t ∈ S for which s + t /∈ S0. This is not, however, always
the case. The following example illustrates this fact and suggests a method for dealing with the situation. Details of the
method follow the example.
Example 1. In =Cay(Z30, S = {±1,±9,±10,±11}), 10+ S ⊆ S0. Since 10 ∈ S, we actually have 10+ S0 ⊆ S0.
This implies that S0 is a union of cosets of 〈10〉, the subgroup generated by 10; S0 = 〈10〉 ∪ (1 + 〈10〉) ∪ (9 + 〈10〉).
This property of S0 allows us to get information about NC() by considering the Cayley graph ̂on quotient group
G/〈10〉 with generating set T = {1 + 〈10〉, 9 + 〈10〉}. The graph ̂ can be viewed as a 10-cycle with each coset as a
vertex. So X̂ = {2 + 〈10〉, 8 + 〈10〉} is an effective subversion strategy with two elements that leaves the single vertex
corresponding to 〈10〉 as a component of the survival subgraph. In,X={2, 8} ⊂ G is an effective subversion strategy
for which the survival subgraph contains the clique induced by the elements of 〈10〉. Hence NC()NC(̂). Note that
because the component in \N [X] is a clique, we need not establish that the survival subgraph actually has a second
component.
The idea of factoring G by a subgroup generated by elements s ∈ S for which s + S0 ⊆ S0 has been used previously
in [2] where a more detailed description of the structure of the resulting quotient graph is given. Here, we repeat only the
basic ideas needed to deal with our “badly behaved” elements s ∈ S, namely those for which t ∈ S so that s + t /∈ S0.
Note that this condition on s ∈ S is equivalent to s + S0 ⊆ S0. If H is a subgroup of abelian group G, then subset
Y ⊆ G is H-periodic (or simply periodic) whenever H + Y ⊆ Y . This condition is equivalent to Y being a union of
cosets of H. Whenever we have a subgroup H of G in Cay(G, S) for which H + S0 ⊆ S0 and H ⊆ S0, the periodicity
of S0 is well-suited to factoring. Since H ⊆ S0, the vertices of each coset induce a clique. Whenever a vertex in v +H
is adjacent to a vertex of u + H , we have (v − u) + H ⊆ S0 because of the H-periodicity of S0. Consequently, each
vertex of v + H is adjacent to each vertex of u + H . So when S0 is H-periodic and H ⊆ S0, Cay(G, S) is a graph
whose vertex set is partitioned (by H-cosets) into cliques that are either adjacent to each other or not adjacent to each
other unambiguously. For Cay(G, S)with subgroup H for which S0 is H-periodic andH ⊆ S0, we deﬁne an associated
Cayley graph. Let  : G → G/H be the quotient homomorphism and let T = S\{0}. Then T = T −1 and S0 = T0.
The vertices of Cay(G, T ) correspond to H-cosets; indeed, each H-coset of Cay(G, S) is a clique that collapses to
a vertex in Cay(G, T ). Moreover, two H-cliques are adjacent (by complete joins) in Cay(G, S) precisely when the
vertices they collapse to in Cay(G, T ) are adjacent. Note that the only time this factoring process fails to produce a
non-periodic generating set occurs when Cay(G, S) is a clique, i.e. S0 = G. The neighbor-connectivity of any clique
is 1, and so this case is of no interest. Thus, we adopt the convention that S0 = G for the rest of the paper. Now
we establish useful connections between effective subversion strategies of Cay(G, S) and Cay(G, T ) for a speciﬁc
subgroup of G containing all “badly behaved” elements of S.
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Theorem 2. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S), and let H = {s ∈ S0|s + S0 ⊆ S0}.
(a) H is a subgroup of G.
(b) Let ̂= Cay(G, T ) be the quotient Cayley graph deﬁned above. Then ̂ has a non-periodic generating set.
(c) If X̂ is an effective subversion strategy for ̂= Cay(G, T ), then there is an effective subversion strategy X for 
with |X| = |X̂|. Any clique component of ̂\N [X̂] corresponds to a clique component of \N [X].
(d) If ̂= Cay(G, T ), then NC()NC(̂).
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow immediately from the deﬁnition of H . Part (d) follows immediately from part (c).
For (c), form X from effective subversion strategy X̂ by including in X exactly one element from each H-coset
that corresponds to an element in X̂. The periodicity of S0 ensures that (1) N [X] is precisely the union of en-
tire cosets corresponding to elements in N [X̂], and (2) each component of ̂\N [X̂] corresponds to a component
of \N [X]. Moreover, a clique component in ̂\N [X̂] corresponds to one in \N [X] because H-cosets are cliques
andH-cosets that are adjacent in Cay(G, S) are adjacent by complete joins. So X̂ is an effective subversion strategy, and
|X̂| = |X|. 
Remark 3. The description (preceding Theorem 2) of an abelian Cayley graph with periodic generating set shows that
any such graph  can be viewed as a wreath (or lexicographic) product of an abelian Cayley graph with non-periodic
generating set and some cliqueKn. Theorem2(d) shows that passing to the quotient replaceswithwithout increasing
neighbor-connectivity. Once we have an effective subversion strategy for the quotient , the proof of Theorem 2 shows
how to construct from it an effective subversion strategy for the original graph. We assume, then, for the rest of the
construction (Sections 2–4) that this preliminary transformation has been made, and that we are, therefore, working
with abelian Cayley graphs with non-periodic generating sets.Wreath products appear to be useful tools in the study of
neighbor-connectivity in more general settings as well. For example, Goldstone [3] used them to characterize neighbor
disconnected vertex-transitive graphs.
To begin the construction of an effective subversion strategy for  = Cay(G, S), we construct an auxiliary graph,
denoted AUX, with |S| vertices, one for each element of S. In other words, we can think of the elements of S as
vertices of AUX. Two vertices s and t are adjacent if and only if s = t and s + t /∈ S0. Note that even if s + s /∈ S0, we
do not put loops in AUX thereby ensuring that AUX is simple. In the auxiliary graph each edge represents a sum of
generators in G and thus an element of G. If this sum, say s + t , is subverted, then the elements s and t will not be in
the survival subgraph since s, t ∈ N [s + t]. If, in addition, s + t is not in S, then the vertex 0 will remain in the survival
subgraph. Thus, our basic method for creating an effective subversion strategy for  is to try to construct a set of sums
like s+ t that are not generators and to include each element of S in at least one such sum. Upon subversion of this set of
sums, in one case (Section 3), we will have isolated 0 in the survival subgraph, but in another case (Section 4), we will
only be able to guarantee that 0 is in a clique. By deﬁnition, however, this is sufﬁcient to conclude that the subversion
strategy is effective. The size of the effective subversion strategy will give an upper bound on the neighbor-connectivity
of . Since the sums correspond to edges of the auxiliary graph, we are really looking for a smallest set of edges of
the auxiliary graph that cover all the vertices of AUX. In particular, if AUX has a Hamiltonian cycle we may select
elements of  that correspond to alternating edges of the cycle for inclusion in the effective subversion strategy for 
and be sure that at most one vertex of AUX is covered twice. The following example illustrates this method.
Example 4. For =Cay(Z18, {±1,±4,±5}), AUX is Hamiltonian with cycle 1,5,4,−1,−5,−4,1. The subversion
strategy X = {1 + 5, 4 + (−1), (−5) + (−4)} = {6, 3,−9} will isolate 0 and is, therefore, an effective subversion
strategy having |S|/2 elements.
The construction of AUX together with a sufﬁcient condition for the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle (Dirac’s
Theorem) form the basis for the proof of the main result that NC()|S|/2 + 2.
Theorem 5. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S) and let AUX be the auxiliary graph constructed as
deﬁned above. Either NC()|S|/2 with vertex 0 isolated in the survival subgraph, or there is an element s ∈ S
with degAUX < |S|/2.
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Proof. If AUX has aHamiltonian cycle, then letC: s1, s2, . . . , sn, s1 be aHamiltonian cycle inAUX.Any edge {u, v}
of AUX corresponds to an element u+v ofG\S0 in. So deﬁne subversion strategyX={si +si+1|si ∈ C and i is odd
with sn+1 = s1}. In , N [si + si+1] includes vertices si and si+1, but not vertex 0 because X∩S0 =∅. Since C contains
all vertices of S, S ⊆ N [X]. Thus, vertex 0 is isolated in the survival subgraph G\N [X]. So NC() |X| |S|/2.
If AUX does not have a Hamiltonian cycle, then by the contrapositive of Dirac’s Theorem there is a vertex s∗ that has
degree less than |S|/2. 
In view of the previous theorem, we need only show that NC()|S|/2+2 for Cayley graphs that have a generator
s∗ ∈ S for which degAUXs∗ < |S|/2. To analyze such graphs we construct the quotient group G/〈s∗〉 and consider the
cosets of 〈s∗〉, the subgroup generated by 〈s∗〉. The method for construction of an effective subversion strategy depends
on whether or not 〈s∗〉 ⊆ S0. In the next section we construct such a strategy that isolates 0 for the case 〈s∗〉S0. In
section 4, we construct a strategy that leaves 0 in a clique for the case 〈s∗〉 ⊆ S0.
3. Subversion strategy when 〈s∗〉S0
The cyclic nature of 〈s∗〉 induces an order within each coset. For ease in referring to sequences of elements within
cosets we use the symbol 〈s∗〉ba , ab, to represent the sequence as∗, (a + 1)s∗, (a + 2)s∗, . . . , bs∗. Note that ks∗ +
〈s∗〉ba = 〈s∗〉k+bk+a , and ks∗ − 〈s∗〉ba = 〈s∗〉k−ak−b . For each generator t ∈ S such that t − s∗ /∈ S, let nt be the largest positive
integer such that t + 〈s∗〉nt−10 are all in S. This ordered list of generators is called a t-string, or simply a string if the
speciﬁc element t is not important. Element t is called the initial point of the string. The number of generators, nt , is
called the length of the t-string. Note that by deﬁnition, 1nt(|〈s∗〉|− 1) since t-strings are only deﬁned when coset
t +〈s∗〉 is not wholly contained in S0. If coset t +〈s∗〉 ⊆ S, then t +〈s∗〉 is called an all-generator coset. The important
fact about strings is that each one (except the string containing −s∗and possibly the s∗-string itself) corresponds to
exactly one vertex of AUX, t + (nt − 1)s∗, that is adjacent to vertex s∗ in AUX. Hence the total number of t-strings
is closely related to degAUXs∗. Several elementary and useful facts about t-strings are collected in the next lemma.
Lemma 6. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S) and let AUX be the auxiliary graph constructed as deﬁned
above. Suppose there is an element s∗ ∈ S with degAUXs∗ < |S|/2.
(a) If t + 〈s∗〉nt−10 is a t-string for which t = s∗ and t + nt s∗ = 0, then t − s∗ /∈ S0 and −(t + 〈s∗〉nt−10 ) =
(−t − (nt − 1)s∗) + 〈s∗〉nt−10 is a string of length nt with initial point −t − (nt − 1)s∗.
(b) If t = −t , then nt = 1.
(c) If 〈s∗〉S0, the length of the s∗-string is less than |〈s∗〉|/2.
(d) If 〈s∗〉S0 and 2s∗ ∈ S, then the total number of t-strings in G equals 1 + degAUXs∗|S|/2.
(e) If 2s∗ /∈ S, then the total number of t-strings in G equals 2 + degAUXs∗|S|/2 + 1.
Proof. In part (a) the hypotheses t = s∗ and t + nt s∗ = 0 guarantee, respectively, that the t-string is not the s∗-string
and is not the string containing −s∗. The proofs of parts (a)–(c) follow directly from the fact that −S = S. For parts
(d) and (e) observe that for each t-string except possibly the s∗-string and the string that contains −s∗, t + (nt − 1)s∗
contributes exactly one to the degree of s∗ in AUX. If 2s∗ ∈ S and 〈s∗〉S0, then the s∗-string is counted in degAUXs∗,
but the string containing −s∗ is not. If 2s∗ /∈ S, then neither the s∗-string nor the string containing −s∗ is counted in
degAUXs∗. 
3.1. Overview of strategy for the case 〈s∗〉S0
The t-strings that have just been introduced provide a link between the size of an effective subversion strategy and the
degree of a particular vertex in the auxiliary graph of Cay(G, S). Once we have constructedG/〈s∗〉 using an element s∗
of the auxiliary graph with degAUX < |S|/2, we exploit the fact that the number of t-strings is bounded from above by
2 + degAUX. We will construct an effective subversion strategy X that uses at most one element of Cay(G, S) for each
(except possibly one) string. Hence we will have |X| bounded from above by 2 + degAUX, which is, in turn, bounded
by 2 + (|S|/2). A slight modiﬁcation of the previous example illustrates the relationship.
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Example 7. For  = Cay(Z18, {±1,±4,±5, 9}), AUX is not Hamiltonian. In fact, each vertex has small enough
degree to serve as s∗. If we select a smallest degree vertex (±4 and ±5 each have degree 1) as s∗, then we will
obtain the smallest value for our bound. Choosing s∗ = 4, we have ns∗ = 1,G = 〈4〉 ∪ (1 + 〈4〉), and a total of 3
strings, 4, −4, 1 + 〈4〉40. An effective subversion strategy here is X = {8,−8}. The fact that X = {±(ns∗ + 1)s∗}
is an effective subversion strategy is an example of one of the general methods that are developed in the next
section.
3.2. Technical lemmas
To begin to implement this strategy we ﬁrst determine how many of the generators in a string can be removed by
subverting a speciﬁc single element of Cay(G, S). Our particular focus is on the generators that are in the neighborhood
of non-generators that immediately precede or immediately follow strings. Since the neighborhoods frequently contain
“extra” vertices that do not concern us, we use the notion of partial neighborhood to keep that focus. In Cay(G, S), for
any T ⊆ S, deﬁne the T-partial neighborhood of g as NT [g] = g + T0.
Lemma 8. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S) and let AUX be the auxiliary graph constructed as deﬁned
above. Suppose there is an element s∗ ∈ S with 〈s∗〉S0, and let b = ns∗ . Let z be a generator whose string has
length nz.
(1) (a) N [(b + 1)s∗] contains 〈s∗〉b1 and all of the all-generator cosets.
(b) N [−(b + 1)s∗] contains 〈s∗〉−1−b and all of the all-generator cosets.
(2) (a) (i) N [(b + 1)s∗] contains z + 〈s∗〉nz+bb+1 , and if nzb + 2, then N [(b + 1)s∗] contains a terminal portion of
z-string, namely z + 〈s∗〉nz−1b+1
(ii) N [−(b+ 1)s∗] contains z+〈s∗〉nz−b−2−(b+1) , and if nzb+ 2, then N [−(b+ 1)s∗] contains an initial portion
of z-string, namely z + 〈s∗〉nz−b−20 .
(b) for nz = 2b + 1, N [(b + 1)s∗] ∪ N [−(b + 1)s∗] contains all generators in the z-string except z + bs∗.
(c) for nz2b + 2, then N [(b + 1)s∗] ∪ N [−(b + 1)s∗] contains all generators in the z-string.
(3) (a) N [z − s∗] contains z + 〈s∗〉b−10 , and if nzb, then N [z − s∗] contains all generators in the z-string.
(b) N [z + nzs∗] contains z + 〈s∗〉nz−1nz−b, and if nzb, then N [z + nzs∗] contains all generators in the z-string.
Proof. Let R = {〈s∗〉b0} and Z = {z + 〈s∗〉nz−10 }. For the ﬁrst part of (1a), note that N−R[(b + 1)s∗] = (b + 1)s∗ +
〈s∗〉0−b =〈s∗〉b+11 . Thus {〈s∗〉b1} ⊆ N−R[(b+1)s∗] ⊆ N [(b+1)s∗]. For the second part, let {t +〈s∗〉} be an all-generator
coset. Then {t + 〈s∗〉} = N{t+〈s∗〉}[(b + 1)s∗] ⊆ N [(b + 1)s∗]. The proof of (1b) is similar. For part (2), note ﬁrst
that {z + 〈s∗〉nz+bb+1 } = NZ[(b + 1)s∗] ⊆ N [(b + 1)s∗], and {z + 〈s∗〉nz−b−2−(b+1) } = NZ[−(b + 1)s∗] ⊆ N [−(b + 1)s∗].
Now if nzb + 2, then N [−(b + 1)s∗] contains an initial part of the z-string, z + 〈s∗〉nz−b−20 , while N [(b + 1)s∗]
contains a terminal part of the z-string, z + 〈s∗〉nz−1b+1 . This establishes part (2a). Part (2b) follows immediately from
hypothesis nz = 2b + 1. Using the results of (2a), note that when nz − b − 2b, equivalently nz2b + 2, the
two neighborhoods N [(b + 1)s∗] and N [−(b + 1)s∗] together contain all elements of the z-string. For the ﬁrst parts
of (3a) and (3b), N [z − s∗] ⊇ NR[z − s∗] = {z + 〈s∗〉b−1−1 } ⊇ {z + 〈s∗〉b−10 }, an initial part of z-string. Similarly,
N [z + nzs∗] ⊇ N−R[z + nzs∗] = {z + 〈s∗〉nznz−b} ⊇ {z + 〈s∗〉
nz−1
nz−b}, a terminal part of z-string. The second parts follow
by noting that since nzb, we have nz − 1b − 1, and so the initial part {z + 〈s∗〉b−10 } actually extends to at least
the terminal point of the string. The same hypothesis guarantees that nz − b0, and so {z+ 〈s∗〉nz−1nz−b} spans the entire
z-string. 
According to parts (1) and (2c) of the previous lemma, N [±(b + 1)s∗] contains all of the all-generator cosets and
all generators in long t-strings (nt2b + 2). Part (3) of the same lemma shows that all generators in short t-strings
(ntb) are in neighborhoods of single points, either z+nzs∗ or z− s∗. The next lemma deals with all of the remaining
t-strings except the case nt = 2b + 1.
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Lemma 9. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S) and let AUX be the auxiliary graph constructed as deﬁned
above. Suppose there is an element s∗ ∈ S with 〈s∗〉S0. Let b = ns∗ , and let t and w be initial points of strings for
which (b + 1)nt , nw2b.
(a) If t +w + (b − 1)s∗ ∈ S, then N [±(b + 1)s∗] ∪N [t − s∗] ∪N [−(w − s∗)] contains all generators in the t-string
and all generators in the string that contains −w, i.e., the −(w + (nw − 1)s∗)-string.
(b) If t +w+ (nt +nw − (b+1))s∗ ∈ S, thenN [±(b+1)s∗]∪N [t +nt s∗]∪N [−(w+nws∗)] contains all generators
in the t-string and all generators in the string that contains −w, i.e., the −(w + (nw − 1)s∗)-string.
(c) If t +w+ (b−1)s∗ /∈ S and t +w+ (nt +nw − (b+1))s∗ /∈ S, thenN [t +w+ (b−1)s∗]∪N [t +w+ (nt +nw −
(b+1))s∗]∪N [±(b+1)s∗] contains all generators in the t-string and all generators in thew-string. Furthermore,
0 /∈N [t + w + (b − 1)s∗] ∪ N [t + w + (nt + nw − (b + 1))s∗] ∪ N [±(b + 1)s∗].
Proof. Throughout the proof we make use of the fact that for any A ⊆ G, N [−A] =−N [A]. For part (a), use Lemma
8 part (3a) to see that N [t − s∗] contains t + 〈s∗〉b−10 and N [w − s∗] contains w + 〈s∗〉b−10 . Since N [−v] = −N [v],
for any v ∈ G, we have N [−(w − s∗)] contains −(w + 〈s∗〉b−10 ). Now use t + w + (b − 1)s∗ ∈ S to see that each
neighborhood contains (at least) one more element:N [t−s∗] contains−(w+bs∗) as well as t+〈s∗〉b−10 ;N [−(w−s∗)]
contains t + bs∗ as well as −(w + 〈s∗〉b−10 ). If nt − 1 = b or nw − 1 = b, then the corresponding string is completely
contained in the union of the two neighborhoods. If either string is longer, then we use Lemma 8 part (2a(i)) to see that
N [(b + 1)s∗] contains the rest of the t-string, t + 〈s∗〉nt−1b+1 (if ntb + 2), and w + 〈s∗〉nw−1b+1 (if nwb + 2). This last
fact shows that N [−(b + 1)s∗] contains the rest of the string containing −w,−(w + 〈s∗〉nw−1b+1 ).
The idea of the proof for part (b) is similar, but here we use Lemma 8 part (3b) to see that N [t + nt s∗] contains
t + 〈s∗〉nt−1nt−b and N [−(w + nws∗)] contains −(w + 〈s∗〉nw−1nw−b). Since t + w + (nt + nw − (b + 1))s∗ ∈ S, we have
additionally that −(w + (nw − b − 1)s∗) ∈ N [t + nt s∗] and t + (nt − b − 1)s∗ ∈ N [−(w + nws∗)]. As in the proof
of part (a), if we still have not accounted for the whole of either string (because it is longer than b + 1), note that
N [±(b + 1)s∗] contains the required remaining parts of the longer string(s), by Lemma 8 part (2a(ii)).
The proof for part (c) is more complicated. We ﬁrst establish that
t + w + (b − 1)s∗ = 0 and t + w + (nt + nw − (b + 1))s∗ = 0.
To prove the ﬁrst inequality, suppose that t+w+(b−1)s∗=0. Then t+bs∗=−(w−s∗) /∈ S. But this contradicts the fact
that t + bs∗ is a generator in the t-string since nt − 1b, by hypothesis. Hence by contradiction t +w + (b − 1)s∗ =
0. The proof of the second inequality is similar. Speciﬁcally, assume t + w + (nt + nw − (b + 1))s∗ = 0. Then
t + (nt − b − 1)s∗ = −(w + nws∗) /∈ S. But this contradicts the fact that t + (nt − b − 1)s∗ ∈ S since the hypothesis
b + 1nt implies 0nt − b − 1nt − 1. Combining this information with the hypotheses for part (c) we have
established
t + w + (b − 1)s∗ /∈ S0 and t + w + (nt + nw − (b + 1))s∗ /∈ S0. (1)
Hence 0 /∈N [t + w + (b − 1)s∗] ∪ N [t + w + (nt + nw − (b + 1))s∗] ∪ N [±(b + 1)s∗].
Now consider the elements of the t- and w-strings that are in N [t + w + (b − 1)s∗]. Using the generators of these
strings it is easy to show that N [t + w + (b − 1)s∗] contains
(t + w + (b − 1)s∗) − (t + 〈s∗〉nt−10 ) = (t + w + (b − 1)s∗) − t − 〈s∗〉0−(nt−1))
=w + 〈s∗〉b−1b−nt (2)
and
(t + w + (b − 1)s∗) − (w + 〈s∗〉nw−10 ) = t + 〈s∗〉b−1b−nw . (3)
Note that because b<nt , nw, list (2) containsw+〈s∗〉b−10 , and list (3) contains t+〈s∗〉b−10 . Combining this information
with Lemma 8 part (2a),N [(b+1)s∗]∪N [t +w+ (b−1)s∗] contains all generators of t- andw-strings except possibly
t + bs∗ and w + bs∗. Next consider N [t +w + (nt + nw − b − 1)s∗]. Using generators in the t- and w-strings we can
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see that it contains
t + w + (nt + nw − b − 1)s∗ − (t + 〈s∗〉nt−10 ) = w + 〈s∗〉nt+nw−b−1nw−b (4)
and
t + w + (nt + nw − b − 1)s∗ − (w + 〈s∗〉nw−10 ) = t + 〈s∗〉nt+nw−b−1nt−b . (5)
Note that because b<nt , nw, list (4) contains w + 〈s∗〉nw−1nw−b and list (5) contains t + 〈s∗〉
nt−1
nt−b. Again combining this
information with Lemma 8 part (2a), N [t +w + (nt + nw − b− 1)s∗] ∪N [(−(b+ 1)s∗] contains all generators in the
t-string except possibly t + (nt −b−1)s∗ and all the generators in thew-string except possiblyw+ (nw −b−1)s∗. To
complete the proof we need only show that t+bs∗ = t+(nt −b−1)s∗ and similarly thatw+bs∗ = w+(nw−b−1)s∗.
The impossibility of this congruence follows directly once we establish that b ≡ (nt − b− 1)(mod |s∗|) is impossible.
This inequality is an immediate consequence of the hypothesis b+1nt2b |s∗|.A completely analogous argument
establishes the required inequality for w, thus completing the proof. 
The technique used to construct an effective subversion strategy groups strings by length and is based on examining
pairs of strings. In certain instances when the number of grouped strings is odd, the pairing strategy must be modiﬁed
to account for the extra string. One such instance requires particular attention.
Lemma 10. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S). Suppose there is an element s∗ ∈ S such that 2s∗ /∈ S0.
Let X∗ contain z − s∗ for each z-string of length one, z = s∗, together with ±2s∗. Finally, suppose a t-string has
length two and −t is not in the t-string. Then ∃x1, x2 ∈ G\S0 such that {±t,±(t + s∗)} ⊆ N [X∗ ∪ {x1, x2}] and
0 /∈N [X∗ ∪ {x1, x2}].
Proof. First note that 0 /∈N [X∗]. Let the t-string in G/〈s∗〉 have length two with −t in a different string. Then
t − s∗, t + 2s∗ /∈ S0, and −(t + s∗), −t is the string containing −t . For this proof only, we abuse terminology and refer
to this string as the −t-string. If 2t + s∗ /∈ S, then use x1 = 2t + s∗ and x2 = −(2t + s∗). Note that all four generators
in the t- and −t-strings are in N [x1, x2] and 0 /∈N [x1, x2]. If 2t + s∗ ∈ S0, then we consider three possibilities.
• Case i: If 2t ∈ S, then {t,−(t + s∗)} ⊆ N [t − s∗]. So {±t,±(t + s∗)} ⊆ N [±(t − s∗)]. Also 0 /∈N [±(t − s∗)] since
±(t − s∗) /∈ S0. Hence ±(t − s∗) are the required elements x1, x2.
• Case ii: If 2t + 2s∗ ∈ S, then {t,−(t + s∗)} ⊆ N [−(t + 2s∗)]. Also 0 /∈N [−(t + 2s∗)] since −(t + 2s∗) /∈ S0. So
±(t + 2s∗) are the required elements x1, x2.
• Case iii: If 2t /∈ S and 2t + 2s∗ /∈ S, then 2t = −s∗, and we know 2t + s∗ = 0. Combining this with the overall
case hypothesis that 2t + s∗ ∈ S0, we have 2t + s∗ ∈ S. Thus, we know 2t + s∗ is a string of length 1. By
hypothesis 2t ∈ X∗, so t ∈ N [X∗]. Let x1 = t + 2s∗ /∈ S0. Then t + s∗ ∈ N [x1] and 0 /∈N [x1]. So we have both
generators of the t-string in N [X∗ ∪ {x1}] and 0 /∈N [X∗ ∪ {x1}]. Since −(2t + s∗) is also a string of length one,
−2t − 2s∗ ∈ X∗ and so −t − s∗ ∈ N [X∗]. Let x2 = −(t − s∗) /∈ S0. Then −t ∈ N [x2] and 0 /∈N [x2]. Thus, we
have −(t + s∗),−t ∈ N [X∗ ∪ {x2}]. So all four generators in the ±t-strings are in N [X∗ ∪ {x1, x2}]. 
3.3. Main argument for the case 〈s∗〉S0
In this section we use the previous technical lemmas to construct an effective subversion strategy for Cay(G, S)
in the case where the auxiliary graph AUX has a vertex s∗ with degAUXs∗ < |S|/2 and 〈s∗〉S0. We exploit the
correspondence between the number of strings inG/〈s∗〉 and degAUX by ﬁnding for each string of generators inG/〈s∗〉
one vertex of G\S0 whose closed neighborhood contains all the generators in the string. Because no generator in an
all-generator coset of G/〈s∗〉 contributes to degAUXs∗ we need to be sure that all such generators are in the closed
neighborhood of some vertex in the effective subversion strategy. In the case where 〈s∗〉S0, this task is easy because
N [(b + 1)s∗] contains all of the all-generator cosets (Lemma 8(1a)).
Theorem 11. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S) and let AUX be its auxiliary graph. Suppose there is an
element s∗ ∈ S with degAUXs∗ < |S|/2 and 〈s∗〉S0. Then there is an effective subversion strategy X for Cay(G, S) for
which |X||S|/2 + 2. Furthermore, vertex 0 is isolated in the survival subgraph.
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Proof. Construct the quotient groupG/〈s∗〉. Let b=ns∗ . First note thatN [±(b+1)s∗] contains every generator that is
in an all-generator coset (Lemma 8(1)) as well as all generators in all strings of length at least 2b + 2 (Lemma 8(2c)).
So put (b + 1)s∗ and −(b + 1)s∗ in X. Now we need only concern ourselves with strings of length less than 2b + 2.
By Lemma 8(3a), each t-string of length no more than b is in N [t − s∗]. So for each such string we include the single
vertex t − s∗ in the subversion strategy X. By Lemma 8(2b), for each t-string of length 2b + 1 all generators in the
string except t + bs∗ are in N [±(b + 1)s∗]. Hence we need only ﬁnd a generator zt such that (t + bs∗) + zt /∈ S0. By
Remark 3 such a generator exists. So for each t-string of length 2b + 1 we put the single vertex (t + bs∗)+ zt in X. At
this stage, all generators of all t-strings of length no more than b, all generators in t-strings of length at least 2b+1, and
all generators in the all-generator cosets are in N [X]. Thus, the only generators that may possibly be left to remove are
those in t-strings of length nt , where b + 1nt2b. In order to use Lemma 9(a) and (b) effectively we must ensure
that the lemma is never applied to a t-string, w-string pair for which −w is in the t-string. If it were possible for −w to
be in the t-string, then we would ﬁnd ourselves putting the two elements speciﬁed by, for example, part (a) of Lemma
9 into the subversion strategy, but having only one string (the t-string is the same string as the one containing −w) in
the union of closed neighborhoods of the two elements. To avoid this situation we carefully order the remaining strings
(those for which b+ 1nt2b) as follows. Form a list of initial points of these strings by listing ﬁrst the initial points
of all t-strings for which −t is in the t-string:
t1, t2, . . . , tj . (6)
Note each of these strings must have the form t, t + s∗, . . . , t + (nt − 1)s∗ = −t since t − s∗ /∈ S means −t + s∗ /∈ S.
Then list the initial points of all other z-strings with b + 1nz2b in this form:
z1, z2, . . . , zm; zm+1, zm+2, . . . , z2m, (7)
where zm+r = −(zr + (nzr − 1)s∗), for r = 1, 2, . . . , m. In other words, the zm+r -string contains generator −zr .
For the strings whose generators are in list (6) consider ti , ti+1 pairs where 1 i < j and i is odd. Find two elements
to include in X using these rules, each of which corresponds to a case of Lemma 9:
(1) If ti + ti+1 + (b − 1)s∗ ∈ S, then put ti − s∗ and −(ti+1 − s∗) ∈ X. According to Lemma 9(a), N [X] contains all
generators in the ti-string and all generators in the string that contains −ti+1. By construction of the list, the string
that contains −ti+1 is precisely the ti+1-string.
(2) If ti + ti+1 + (nti +nti+1 − (b+1))s∗ ∈ S, then put ti +nti s∗ and −(ti+1 +nti+1s∗) ∈ X. According to Lemma 9(b),
N [X] contains all generators in the ti-string and all generators in the string that contains −ti+1. By construction of
the list, the string that contains −ti+1 is precisely the ti+1-string.
(3) If ti + ti+1 + (b − 1)s∗ /∈ S and ti + ti+1 + (nti + nti+1 − (b + 1))s∗ /∈ S, then put both of these elements in X.
According to Lemma 9(c), N [X] contains all generators in the ti-string and all generators in the ti+1-string.
Continue through list (6), ﬁnding elements for t1 and t2, t3 and t4, . . . , stopping as soon as there is no more than one
generator left in (6). If j is even, all strings corresponding to generators in (6) will have been accounted for. If j is odd,
the tj -string will remain to be dealt with later.
At this stage, we split the construction of X into two cases, depending on whether 2s∗ ∈ S.
Case i: Suppose 2s∗ ∈ S. If j is odd, then we consider the tj -string in list (6) at the end of this case together with
the strings whose initial points are in list (7). If j is even, then to complete the construction in this case, we need only
put elements in X whose closed neighborhoods will contain all generators in the strings listed in (7). For these strings
consider zi , zi+1 pairs where i <m and i is odd. Find elements to include in X using these rules, again corresponding
to cases of Lemma 9:
(1) If zi + zi+1 + (b − 1)s∗ ∈ S, then put zi − s∗ ∈ X and put −(zi+1 − s∗) ∈ X. According to Lemma 9(a), N [X]
contains all generators in the zi-string and all generators in the string that contains −zi+1. By construction of the
list, the string that contains −zi+1 is distinct from the zi+1-string. Because the list of strings corresponding to the
initial points in (7) is closed under inverses we also put−(zi −s∗) and (zi+1−s∗) ∈ X. Recall that±(b+1)s∗ ∈ X.
With the four new vertices in X, N [X] containing all generators in the four distinct strings that contain ±(zi) and
±(zi+1).
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(2) If zi + zi+1 + (nzi + nzi+1 − (b + 1))s∗ ∈ S, then put zi + nzi s∗ and −(zi+1 + nzi+1s∗) ∈ X. According to
Lemma 9(b), N [X] contains all generators in the zi-string and all generators in the string that contains −zi+1. By
construction of the list, the string that contains −zi+1 is distinct from the zi+1-string. As in case 1 above, we also
put −(zi − s∗) and (zi+1 − s∗) ∈ X. Recall again that ±(b + 1)s∗ ∈ X. With the four new vertices in X, N [X]
contains all generators in the four strings that contain ±(zi) and ±(zi+1).
(3) If zi + zi+1 + (b− 1)s∗ /∈ S and zi + zi+1 + (nzi + nzi+1 − (b+ 1))s∗ /∈ S, then put both of these vertices and their
inverses in X. According to Lemma 9(c), N [X] will contain all generators in the four strings that contain ±(zi) and
±(zi+1).
This method puts four elements in X for each pair ±zi , ±zi+1, with i odd in list (7). If m is even, we complete the
construction by putting both tj − s∗ and tj + ntj s∗ (left from list (6)) in X. This gives at most one more element in X
than the total number of strings in G/〈s∗〉. If m is odd and j is even, then put ±(zm − s∗) and ±(zm + nzms∗) in X.
Here, X has at most two more elements than total number of strings inG/〈s∗〉. Finally, if m is odd and j is odd, consider
zm-string with tj -string. Apply the appropriate case of Lemma 9 as described immediately above to ﬁnd four elements
to include in X. These four elements will account for the guaranteed removal of only the three strings containing ±zm
and ±tj thus leaving X with at most one more element than the number of strings inG/〈s∗〉. This is sufﬁcient, however,
to guarantee that in any circumstance of case i we have, according to Lemma 6(d), |X||S|/2 + 2. Since 0 /∈N [X]
and N(0) ⊆ S ⊆ N [X], X is an effective subversion strategy that isolates 0.
Case ii: If 2s∗ /∈ S, then according to Lemma 6(e) the number of strings in G/〈s∗〉 is no more than |S|/2 + 1. If j
is even, all strings corresponding to all generators in list (6) have been dealt with. If j is odd, then put both tj − s∗ and
tj + ntj s∗ in X. In either circumstance we have at most one more element in X than the number of strings included in
N [X] at this stage. To ﬁnish the construction, we must ensure the removal of all generators in all strings in list (7) by
putting no more than 2m additional elements in X. If m is even, simply follow the construction used in case i above to
ﬁnd elements for inclusion in X that will remove all ±zi , ±zi+1 pairs where i is odd and i <m. If m is odd, ﬁnd the
elements to include in X using the same rules up to and including ±zm−2 and ±zm−1. Now in this case (2s∗ /∈ S), b=1.
Moreover, at this stage of the proof we are only dealing with strings for which b+1nt2b. So b=1 and nt =2, and
we can use Lemma 10 to ﬁnd two elements whose inclusion in X will ensure removal of strings containing ±zm. In all
circumstances of case ii we have, according to Lemma 6(e), |X||S|/2+2. Since 0 /∈N [X] andN(0) ⊆ S ⊆ N [X],
X is an effective subversion strategy that isolates 0. 
Remark 12. In the proof of Theorem 11 we have shown that NC()2 + degAUXs, for any vertex s in S such that
〈s〉S0. So, in fact, NC() is bounded by the minimum degree taken over all vertices of AUX that do not generate
cliques. Even if AUX is hamiltonian, this value can be considerably lower than |S|/2. Thus, information about Cayley
graphs that are guaranteed to have verticeswith low degree inAUX and that do not generate cliqueswould immediately
reﬁne the bound given in this case.
4. Subversion strategy when 〈s∗〉 ⊆ S0
In this section we construct an effective subversion strategy for Cay(G, S) in the case that a vertex s∗ in AUX has
degAUXs∗ < |S|/2 and this vertex has the property that 〈s∗〉 ⊆ S0. The approach here, while still using the quotient
group G/〈s∗〉 and still aiming to create a component within 〈s∗〉, is fundamentally different for several reasons. For
example, the simple method that is used in case 〈s∗〉S0 to subvert all of the all-generator cosets is now unavailable.
Speciﬁcally, we can no longer ﬁnd a non-generator in 〈s∗〉 to function as (b + 1)s∗ did in the previous case where all
of the all-generator cosets are in N [(b + 1)s∗]. The next example gives a preview of some of the situations that arise
in this case.
Example 13. Let = Cay(Z64, S) with S = {±1,±2,±3,±4,±16,±28, 32}. Using s∗ = 32, we have |S| = 13 and
degAUXs∗ = 6. Of the 32 cosets of G/〈s∗〉, three non-identity cosets are all-generator cosets, and six each contain
exactly one generator. The fact that 〈s∗〉 is a clique makes it easy to remove any coset that contains a non-generator (and
not remove 0) by subverting any non-generator element in that coset. Doing so here puts six elements in a subversion
strategy (for example, X = {±33,±34,±35}) and leaves some of the generators in the all-generator cosets in the
survival subgraph. So we cannot be sure that there is a component contained in 〈s∗〉. In fact, \N [X] has only one
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component, and it is not a clique. We can expand the subversion strategy to Xˆ =X ∪ {20, 24}. Then since N [{20, 24}]
contains all elements of the three non-identity all-generator cosets, \N [Xˆ] has 0 as an isolated point component.
This larger set Xˆ, however, has more than |S|/2 elements. The method we describe in the rest of the paper creates the
effective subversion strategy {20, 24, 33, 34, 35} and so NC()5.
4.1. Preliminary factoring
In order to construct an effective subversion strategy when 〈s∗〉 ⊆ S0 we identify and then factor by the troublesome
〈s∗〉-cosets. Deﬁne the set K as
K = {g ∈ G|∀ (w + 〈s∗〉) ⊆ S0, (g + w + 〈s∗〉) ⊆ S0}. (8)
Remark 14. (a) K is a subgroup of G. Use g to denote the K-coset g + K .
(b) 〈s∗〉 ⊆ K ⊆ S0.
(c) Since K ⊆ S0, the vertices of each coset g induce a clique subgraph which we will refer to as the clique g. The
fact that g is a clique means that ∀g ∈ G, g ⊆ N [g].
Next factor G by K , the subgroup that will (at the end of the construction) contain a non-empty clique component
of the survival subgraph, and partition the K-cosets into four sets according to the number of generators in each coset.
T = {t ||t ∩ S0| = 1},
M = {m|1< |m ∩ S0|< |K|},
W = {w||w ∩ S0| = |K|},
P = {p|p ∩ S0 = ∅}. (9)
Cosets in T are called singleton cosets. Cosets inM are calledmixed cosets. Cosets inW are called all-generator cosets.
Note that whether or not 0 is regarded as a generator, K ∈ W, by deﬁnition ofW. Since we will be working exclusively
with K-cosets, we adopt the convention that the unmodiﬁed term coset means K-coset for the rest of the paper. Two
elementary but important facts about all-generator cosets are recorded here for future reference.
Remark 15. (a) ∀v ∈ G,w ∈ W, Nw[v] ⊇ v + w
(b) ∀w ∈ W, ∃u ∈ W such that w + u /∈W.
4.2. Construction of the subversion strategy: overview
While the fact that degAUXs∗ < |S|/2 will again be used to show that the constructed subversion strategy has no more
than |S|/2 elements, the way in which it is used is decidedly different. The number of strings of generators in G/〈s∗〉
is important only insofar as it limits the number of K-cosets that contain generators. The construction of the effective
subversion strategy X in this case will proceed in phases. Within each phase we will argue that |X| 12 |N [X] ∩ S|.
At the end of the whole construction we will show S\K ⊆ N [X], and so |X| 12 |N [X] ∩ S| 12 |S|. The subversion
strategy X will be constructed to guarantee each coset of G/K that contains at least one generator, except K itself, will
be entirely in N [X]. Hence the portion of K that remains in the survival subgraph will be a clique component of the
survival subgraph.
The construction takes place in separate phases because different methods are used to remove different types of
cosets. Mixed cosets are easy to subvert while maintaining the relationship |X| 12 |N [X] ∩S|. Since each mixed coset
contains at least two generators, the inclusion in X of any single non-generator of a mixed coset will be responsible for
removing at least two generators. Hence |X| 12 |N [X]∩S|. Removal of singleton cosets, however, requires a different
approach. The construction uses two methods to remove entire singleton cosets. Finally, we ﬁnd elements to include
in X that will guarantee removal of the remaining all-generator cosets except for K itself. We will be able to show that
at least 0 remains in the survival subgraph, and so K will contain a non-empty clique of the survival subgraph thereby
establishing that NC() |X| 12 |S|.
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4.2.1. Phase one: subversion of mixed cosets
For each m ∈ M, select a non-generator element of m, say pm. For each such mixed coset, put this single element in
the set XM, the ﬁrst piece of the subversion strategy. Note that 0 /∈N [pm]. By Remark 14(c), m = pm ⊆ N [pm], and
so m ⊆ N [XM]. Since each mixed coset contains at least two generators, |XM| 12 |N [XM] ∩ S|.
4.2.2. Extension of subversion strategy for mixed cosets
For each mixed coset, m, we have put one non-generator into XM. Some of these cosets may contain more than
two generators. The next lemma shows that there is “room” to add non-generators from singleton cosets to XM and
thereby remove entire singleton cosets from the survival subgraph while retaining the 2:1 ratio between the number of
generators in the neighborhood of subversion strategy and the size of the strategy.
Lemma 16. The subversion strategy XM can be extended to a subversion strategy XexM for which
(a) XM ⊆ XexM ,
(b) |XexM| 12 |N [XexM] ∩ S|,(c) the number of singleton cosets that are not included in N [XexM] is no more than the total number of generators in
all of the all-generator cosets,
(d) the set of singleton cosets that have not been included by construction in N [XexM] is closed under inversion, and(e) ⋃M ⊆ N [XexM], and 0 /∈N [XexM].
Proof. Let
s = the number of singleton cosets,
m = the number of mixed cosets,
ga = the total number of generators in all all-generator cosets,
gm = the total number of generators in all mixed cosets,
tm = the total number of strings in all mixed cosets.
Strings are deﬁned in terms of 〈s∗〉-cosets, while the quantities above are deﬁned in terms of K-cosets. However, each
K-coset is a union of 〈s∗〉-cosets. Thus, strings occur only in singleton or mixed K-cosets, and so in terms of the above
quantities, the total number of strings is s + tm and |S| = s + gm + ga . The condition degAUXs∗ < |S|/2 can be written
as s + tm < (s + gm + ga)/2, and solving for s yields
s < ga + gm − 2tm. (10)
The set XM contains one non-generator from each mixed coset, so |XM| = m and |XM| 12 |N [XM] ∩ S|. We want to
expand XM to XexM by adding e new non-generators, each from a singleton coset, while preserving the relation
|XexM| 12 |N [XexM] ∩ S|.
This gives m + e 12 (gm + e), whose solution is 0egm − 2m. Note gm − 2m0 since each mixed coset has at
least two generators. If sgm − 2m, then take e = gm − 2m and using the inequality (10), we have
s − e < (ga + gm − 2tm) − (gm − 2m) = ga − 2(tm − m)ga .
Here tm − m0 because each mixed coset contains at least one string. If s < gm − 2m, then every singleton coset
can contribute a non-generator to XexM leaving no singleton coset excluded from N [XexM]. In either case, if there are
any singleton cosets not included in N [XexM], then their number is less than ga . So we have established parts (a)–(c).
For part (d), if s < gm − 2m the result follows immediately since no generators in singletons are left out of N [XexM].
If e = gm − 2m> 0, we carefully choose the e non-generators by including −r whenever we have put r in XexM . Note
that for singleton cosets, when t = −t , t and −t are distinct. If there are no generators in singleton cosets for which
−t = t and if e is odd, we only can put e − 1 new non-generators in XexM while preserving closure under inverses.
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But the number of singleton cosets not included in N [XexM] is still no more than ga . The ﬁrst part of (e) follows from
part (a) and the note in Section 4.2.1 that ∀m ∈ M, m ⊆ N [XM]. For the second part of (e), XexM ∩ S0 = ∅, so 0 /∈
N [XexM]. 
4.2.3. Phases two and three: subversion of more singleton cosets
Phases two and three are related and focus on constructing the part of the subversion strategy that will be responsible
for deletion of all remaining singleton cosets (together with some all-generator cosets). Before describing the actual
construction, we note the following useful neighborhood containments.
Lemma 17. Let T, M, W, and P be as deﬁned following Remark 14 and XexM as deﬁned in Section 4.2.2 above. Let
w ∈ W and t ∈ T with {t} = t ∩ S.
(a) If t + w ∈ M, then t ⊆ N [pm] and −t ⊆ N [pˆm] where pm is the element of mixed coset t + w that is in XM and
pˆm is the element of mixed coset −(t + w) that is in XM. Hence t ∪ −t ⊆ N [XM] ⊆ N [XexM].
(b) If t + w ∈ T, then (t ∪ t + w) ⊆ N [t + s∗], (t ∪ t + w) ⊆ N [t +w+ s∗], and 0 /∈N [t + s∗]∪N [t +w+ s∗],where
w ∈ w is chosen so that t + w + s∗ /∈ S.
(c) If t + w ∈ W, then ( −t ∪ w) ⊆ N [−t + s∗], ( t ∪ −w) ⊆ N [t + s∗], and 0 /∈N [t + s∗] ∪ N [−t + s∗].
(d) If t + w ∈ P, then for any v ∈ w, (t ∪ {v}) ⊆ N [t + v] and 0 /∈N [t + v].
(e) Write K = {g1 = 0, g2, . . . , g|K|}. If there are |K| elements of T, t1, t2, . . . , t|K| (where {ti} = ti ∩ S) such that
∀i, 1 i |K|, ti + w ∈ P, then Xw ={ti +w+ gi |1 i |K|} has the property that w∪ ti ∪ · · · ∪ t|K| ⊆ N [Xw].
Further, 0 /∈N [Xw].
Proof. All neighborhood containments follow from Remarks 14(c) and 15(a). That 0 is not in N [v] for various v
follows from the fact that ∀g ∈ G\S0, 0 /∈N [g]. 
Remark 18. We denote the set of singleton cosets that are not included in N [XexM] by Trem1. Then
(a) Lemmas 16(d) and 17(a) ensure that Trem1 = −Trem1.
(b) Using Lemma 17(a), we can extend Lemma 16(e) to⋃((T\Trem1) ∪ M) ⊆ N [XexM].
Phase two:We next construct a graph that will enable us to ﬁnd a set of non-generator elements of cosets in Trem1 that
will be added to the effective subversion strategy. Themethod usedwill ensure that each element added to the subversion
strategy will have in its closed neighborhood at least two generators whose ultimate removal from the survival subgraph
can be attributed to that particular element of the subversion strategy.Moreover, the closed neighborhood of the element
will contain entire cosets.
Construct graph ∗ with vertex set
V (∗) = {t ∈ S|t ∈ Trem1 and ∃w ∈ W\{K} such that t + w ∈ Trem1}.
Two vertices of ∗, t1 = t2, are adjacent iff ∃w ∈ W\{K} such that t1 + w = t2. Note that because w ∈ (W\{K}) iff
−w ∈ (W\{K}) this deﬁnition of adjacency is unambiguous. By deﬁnition of V (∗),∗ has no isolated vertices. Graph
∗ has a spanning forest which is bipartite. Denote the color classes of V (∗) determined by a choice of spanning forest
by A and B with |A| |B|. Observe that the closed neighborhood relative to ∗ of vertices in A includes all vertices
V (∗). Moreover, since Trem1 = −Trem1, we have V (∗) = −V (∗).
Let XT = {t + s∗|t ∈ A}. In Cay(G, S), t ∪ t + w ⊆ N [t + s∗] by Lemma 17(b). Since N [A], in ∗, contains
V (∗) = A ∪ B, N [XT] in Cay(G, S) includes all vertices of all cosets t ∈ Trem1 for which ∃w ∈ W\{K} and
t + w ∈ Trem1. Furthermore, this part, XT, of the effective subversion strategy ensures that no elements of such a coset
t remain in the survival subgraph \N [XT ∪ XexM]. By Lemma 17(a)(b) the only singleton cosets (elements of T) that
still may need to be included in the subversion strategy are t ∈ T such that ∀w ∈ W\{K}, t + w ∈ (W∪P). Denote this
set of singleton cosets by Trem2. Lemma 17(a) and the fact that V (∗)=−V (∗) ensure that the set of singleton cosets
necessarily in N [XT ∪ XexM] is closed under inversion. Hence Trem2 = −Trem2. Note ﬁnally that each element in XT
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can be associated with two generators whose absence from the survival subgraph can be attributed to it. Summarizing,
we have
Lemma 19. For XexM and XT deﬁned above
(a) ⋃((T\Trem2) ∪ M) ⊆ N [XT ∪ XexM], and 0 /∈N [XT ∪ XexM],
(b) |XT ∪ XexM| 12 |N [XT ∪ XexM] ∩ S|.
Phase three: By Lemma 16(c), Trem1 is no more than the total number of generators in all all-generator cosets. Since
Trem2 ⊆ Trem1, there are enough generators in the all-generator cosets to pair each of the singleton cosets in Trem2 with
one generator in an all-generator coset w ∈ W. Now we simply have to ﬁnd a non-generator element whose closed
neighborhood contains such a pair. Because each such non-generator will have at least two generators whose absence
from the survival subgraph is speciﬁcally associated with it, we will maintain the 2:1 ratio between the number of
generators in the neighborhood of the subversion strategy and the size of the strategy. Note that if Trem2 =∅, this phase
of the construction is simply bypassed. So for the description of the construction we may assume Trem2 = ∅.
To complete this phase of construction of the effective subversion strategy we ﬁrst partition W into three sets:
W′ = {w ∈ W| −w =w},W′′, −W′′, whereW′′ ∪ −W′′ is the set of all elements ofW for which −w = w. Now form a
maximal set B of pairs (w, t) for which
(1) w ∈ W′ ∪W′′, t ∈ Trem2,
(2) (w, t), (u, s) ∈ B ⇒ w = u and t = s, and
(3) (w, t) ∈ B ⇒ w + t ∈ W.
Remark 20. The maximality of B ensures that if t ∈ Trem2 and t is not the second component of any element in B,
then for each w ∈ W\{K} that is not the ﬁrst component of any element of B we have t + w ∈ P.
We now begin to form part of the subversion strategy that ultimately will ensure that no part of any singleton
coset remains in the survival subgraph. Deﬁne XB = {±t + s∗|(w, t) ∈ B, {t} = t ∩ S}. By Lemma 17(c), for each
(w, t) ∈ B, (±w ∪ ±t) ⊆ N [XB]. We want to pair each singleton coset generator with exactly one generator from an
all-generator coset. Because w=−w and t =−t are possibilities, we need to count carefully the number of generators
in ±w∪±t . We must determine the amount by which |N [±t + s∗]∩ (±w∪±t)∩S| exceeds 2|{±t + s∗}|. Any excess
will be used to add elements to XB so that for each (w, t) ∈ B, we have an equal number of singleton generators from
Trem2 and generators from all-generator cosets in the neighborhood of the expanded subversion strategy. The exact
number to add depends on whether t =−t and on whether w=−w. The necessary details are given in the next lemma.
Lemma 21. Let w ∈ W′ ∪W′′, t ∈ T (with {t} = t ∩ S) such that t + w ∈ W.
(a) |N [±t + s∗] ∩ (±w ∪ ±t) ∩ S| = a|K| + b, where a = 1 if w ∈ W′, and a = 2 if w ∈ W′′; b = 1 if t = −t , and
b = 2 if t = −t . In all cases |N [±t + s∗] ∩ (±w ∪ ±t) ∩ S|2|{±t}|.
(b) If t1, t2, . . . , ta|K|−b ∈ T\{±t}, letXexw ={±t+s∗, t1+s∗, . . . , ta|K|−b+s∗},where {ti}=ti∩S.Then |Xexw |=a|K|
and |N [Xexw ] ∩ (
⋃
Xexw ) ∩ S| = 2a|K|.
Proof. The ﬁrst part of (a) follows immediately from the fact that (±w∪±t) ⊆ N [±t+s∗] (Lemma 17(c)). The second
part of (a) follows from the ﬁrst and the fact that |K|2. For part (b) note that N [Xexw ] contains all a|K| generators of±w in addition to the a|K| generators corresponding to the elements of Xexw . 
Now let q1 be the number of elements of B for which w ∈ W′ and let q2 be the number of elements of B for
which w ∈ W′′. Then N [XB] contains q1 + 2q2 all-generator cosets from pairs in XB. Note here that if B is empty,
by Remark 20 for all t ∈ Trem2 and for all w ∈ W, t + w ∈ P. In this case, |Trem2|>q1|K| + 2q2|K| = 0 and we
immediately go to case ii below. If each element t ∈ Trem2 is such that t or −t appears in a pair in B, then N [XB]
contains all singleton cosets in Trem2 and from the second part of Lemma 21(a) we have |N [±t + s∗] ∩ S ∩ (±w ∪
±t)|2|XB|. If there is an element t ∈ Trem2 such that neither t nor −t appears in a pair in B, then we consider two
possibilities.
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Case i: If |Trem2|q1|K| + 2q2|K|, then extend XB to XexB = {t + s∗|t ∈ Trem2}. Since XB ⊆ XexB , Lemma 21(b)
ensures that N [XexB ] contains all singleton cosets in Trem2 as well as all elements in the q1 + 2q2 all-generator cosets
in XB.
Case ii: If |Trem2|>q1|K| + 2q2|K|, then using Lemma 21(b) we can add q1|K| + 2q2|K| arbitrarily selected
non-generators from distinct cosets in Trem2 not already represented in XB. Denote this expanded set X′B. Its closed
neighborhood contains (q1 + 2q2)|K| entire singleton cosets (and q1 + 2q2 entire all-generator cosets). Denote by
Trem3 the set of remaining singleton cosets, and write |Trem3| = q|K| + r , where 0r < |K|. Partition Trem3 into q
sets of |K| cosets each, Ti , 1 iq and one set of r cosets, Tq+1. By Lemma 16(c) there are at least q all-generator
cosets different from K , w1, . . . , wq , that are not among the q1 + 2q2 already accounted for in N [X′B]. For 1 iq,
by Remark 20 t + wi ∈ P, and so we may apply Lemma 17(e) towi and Ti to formXwi so thatwi ∪ (
⋃
Ti) ⊆ N [Xwi ].
For Tq+1, let K = {g1 = 0, g2, . . . , g|K|}, and form Xq+1 = {tq+1j + gj |1jr and {tq+1j } = tq+1j ∩ S}. Since each t
is a clique,
⋃
Tq+1 ⊆ N [Xq+1]. Now for this case deﬁne XexB = XB ∪ X′B ∪ (
⋃q
i=1 Xwi ) ∪ Xq+1. Note that N [XexB ]
contains at least one generator from a singleton coset in Trem2 and one generator from an all-generator coset for each
element in XexB .
Lemma 22. Let XexB be as deﬁned above. That is
XexB =
{ {t + s∗|t ∈ Trem2} if |Trem2|q1|K| + 2q2|K|,
XB ∪ X′B ∪
(
q⋃
i=1
Xwi
)
∪ Xq+1 if |Trem2|>q1|K| + 2q2|K|.
Then
(a) Trem2 ⊆ N [XexB ], 0 /∈N [XexB ],
(b) |XexB | 12 |N [XexB ] ∩ S ∩
⋃{v|v ∈ Trem2 ∪W}|.
4.2.4. Phase four: subversion of all-generator cosets
LetWrem be the set of all-generator cosets that are not completely contained inN [XexB ]. ByRemark 15(b),∀w ∈ Wrem,∃u ∈ W so that w + u contains a non-generator, say gw. By Remark 15(a), w ⊆ N [gw]. Deﬁne XW ={gw|w ∈ Wrem}.
Since eachw contains at least two generators, we have again associatedwith each new element of the subversion strategy
(each gw ∈ XW) at least two generators whose absence from the survival subgraph (equivalently, their inclusion in
closed neighborhood of the subversion strategy) can be attributed to the new element.
4.3. Main result for the case 〈s∗〉 ⊆ S0
Theorem 23. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S) and let AUX be its auxiliary graph. Suppose there is
an element s∗ ∈ S with degAUXs∗ < |S|/2 such that 〈s∗〉 ⊆ S0. Then there is an effective subversion strategy X for
Cay(G, S) for which \N [X] has a component containing the vertex 0 that forms a clique. Furthermore, |X| |S|/2,
so NC() |S|/2.
Proof. Construct G/〈s∗〉 and the subgroup K deﬁned in (8). Then partition the cosets of G/K into the sets T, M,W,
P deﬁned in Eqs. (9). Following the procedures of Sections 4.2.1–4.2.4, construct the effective subversion strategy
XexM ∪XT ∪XexB ∪XW .We have established in Lemmas 19(a) and 22(a) and in Section 4.2.4 that every element of every
coset inT∪M∪W exceptK is inN [XexM∪XT ∪XexB∪XW ].We have also shown that 0 /∈N [XexM∪XT ∪XexB∪XW ]. Since
N [K] ⊆ ⋃(T∪M∪W)∪K , we see that K contains a non-empty clique component of G\N [XexM ∪XT ∪XexB ∪XW ].
Moreover, throughout the construction (see Lemmas 19(b) and 22(b) and Section 4.2.4) we maintained the 2:1 ratio of
generators in the closed neighborhood of the subversion strategy to the size of subversion strategy. Therefore,
|XexM ∪ XT ∪ XexB ∪ XW | 12 |N [XexM ∪ XT ∪ XexB ∪ XW ] ∩ S| 12 |S|. 
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5. Main result
We conclude with a statement of the main result which makes no assumptions about Cay(G, S) except that G is
abelian.
Theorem 24. Let  be the abelian Cayley graph Cay(G, S). There is an effective subversion strategy X for
Cay(G, S) for which \N [X] has a component containing the vertex 0 that forms a (possibly trivial) clique.
Furthermore,
NC() |X|
⌈ |S|
2
⌉
+ 2 =
⌈

2
⌉
+ 2.
Proof. If abelian Cayley graph = Cay(G, S) is a clique, then NC() = 1. So without loss of generality, we assume
=Cay(G, S) is not a clique. FormH ={s ∈ S0|s+S0 ⊆ S0}, and let be the natural homomorphism fromG toG/H .
By Theorem 2(b), the quotient Cayley graph ̂=Cay(G, T ) is an abelian Cayley graph with non-periodic generating
set. By Theorem 5, NC(̂)|T |/2with 0 ∈ G isolated in the survival subgraph, or ∃t∗ ∈ T0 with degAUX̂ < |T |/2.
If 〈t∗〉T0, then by Theorem 11, NC(̂)|T |/2 + 2 and 0 ∈ G is isolated in the survival subgraph. If 〈t∗〉 ⊆ T0,
then by Theorem 23, NC(̂) |T |/2and 0 ∈ G is in a (possibly trivial) clique in the survival subgraph. So in all
cases, NC(̂)|T |/2 + 2 and 0 ∈ G is in a clique component of the survival subgraph. By Theorem 2(c)(d),
NC()|S|/2 + 2 and 0 ∈ G is in a clique component of the survival subgraph of . 
In two instances this result can be easily recast in terms of  rather than . Since Boesch and Tindell have completely
characterized circulants (a circulant is a Cayley graph whose group is the integers mod p) for which  = , we can
simply rewrite the inequality in the main result. In the more general setting of abelian Cayley graphs, we use Watkins’
result for vertex-transitive graphs.
Theorem 25 (Boesch and Tindell [1]). The circulant Cp with generators {±ai |1 ik}, satisﬁes <  if and only if
for some proper divisor m of p, the number of distinct positive residues modulo m of the numbers a1, . . . , ak, p − ak =
−ak, . . . , p − a1 = −a1 is less than the minimum of m − 1 and m/p.
Theorem 26 (Watkins [9]). l.u.b. {G/G|G is vertex-transitive and connected graph} = 32 , and the bound is never
achieved. In other words, < 3/2, for connected vertex-transitive graphs.
Corollary 27. (1) If  is a circulant for which = , NC()/2 + 2.
(2) If  is an abelian Cayley graph, then NC()3/4 + 2.
6. Open questions
Themost obvious open question is whether the bound is tight. The “+2” seems suspiciously extraneous. The circulant
 = Cay(Z20, {±1,±3,±4}) has NC() = 3 and  =  = 6. The product graphs Kn × Kn have been shown in [7]
to have NC(Kn × Kn) = n − 1 = /2 = /2. Cycle graphs, Cn, are abelian Cayley graphs with two generators, and
NC(Cn) = 2 = |S|/2 + 1. So the bounds in the main result and Corollary 27(1) are close to being best possible. One
may reasonably wonder whether, if cycles are excepted, the bound for all other abelian Cayley graphs could be |S|/2.
Once a tight bound is established, a characterization (analogous to the one given by Boesch and Tindell for maximum
) of the generator sequence of circulants that achieve maximum neighbor connectivity could be sought. Alternatively,
information about the group and generators for Cayley graphs that achievemaximum neighbor connectivity would be of
interest. Another direction for research is the possibility of extending any of these results to Cayley graphs on arbitrary
groups or even to vertex-transitive graphs. Goldstone [3] extended a result originally derived for neighbor-connectivity
in abelian Cayley graphs to an analogous result for vertex-transitive graphs. Finally, in light of Remark 12, information
about abelian Cayley graphs for which the auxiliary graph has vertices of low degree would immediately improve the
bound on neighbor-connectivity for such Cayley graphs.
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